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REPORT 10: FULL YEAR PERFORMANCE UPDATE   
 
1. Purpose of Report 

 
This report informs members of the Q4 position relating to the delivery of the 
Operational Plan 2019/20 and the Management Plan, Annual Action Plan, as well as 
providing members with an update on the actions taken to mitigate risks to the delivery 
of the Business Plan 2017-2021 as recognised in the Strategic Risk Register 2018-
2021. 
 

2. Recommendations 
a. The Authority is recommended to:  

 
1) Note the Q4 delivery of the Operational Plan; 

 
2) Note the progress towards mitigating the risks identified in the 2018-2021 

Strategic Risk Register;  
 

3) Note the Q4 position of the Management Plan, Annual Action Plan; and  
 

4) Note that the format and content of future reports will change in focus if the 
recommendations of Item 9 on this agenda. 

 
3. Implications 

a. Financial: This report refers to the previous financial year. The financial implications 
to the Authority from progress in delivering the Operational Plan 2019/20 have been 
considered and are included within the medium-term budget plan, budget outturn 
and planned carry forwards.  
 

b. Equalities: There are no equality implications of this report. The Operational Plan, 
Strategic Risk Register and Annual Action Plan aim to promote the principles of 
equality.  

  
c. Business Plan: This report provides detail of the implementation of the Operational 

Plan and the management of risk, all aspects of which relate directly to the delivery 
of the 2017-2021 Business Plan.  

 
4. Background 

Operational Plan 
a. The Operational Plan sets the Authority’s work programme for the year (April 2019 

to March 2020), detailing specific actions set against the 2017-2021 Business Plan 
period.  All actions in the Operational Plan have been cascaded into team and 
individual staff programmes of work for 2019/20.  The Operational Plan contains a 
total of 110 key actions which are incorporated into the overall reporting of 
performance. 
 
Strategic Risk Register 

b. The Authority manages risk through the Strategic Risk Register, which has 
identified 7 areas of highest strategic risk over the period of the Business Plan. The 
current register contains 85 individual actions each with a nominated member of the 
Leadership Team responsible for their progression. The Risk Register is regularly 
monitored with progress noted and actions updated, as necessary. Members have 
asked to be updated on this on a quarterly basis. 
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Annual Action Plan 
c. The Management Plan Annual Action Plan provides a monitoring framework for the 

objectives of the Management Plan (2016-2021). The Action Plan gives partners 
the opportunity to demonstrate the work that they are doing which contributes to the 
5 aims of the Management Plan. During 2019/20 the Management Plan Partnership 
agreed to postpone reporting of the Annual Action Plan due to significant changes 
to land management legislation that particularly impact national parks, the 
subsequent Covid-19 pandemic has meant the partnership has not been in a 
position to meet this year. 
 

5. Operational Plan 2019-20  
a. At Quarter 4 a review and analysis of the work programme has been 

undertaken and a summary of performance against the Operational Plan for 
the year of 2019/20 can be found in Table A below.   
 

b. Table A presents the end of year status of objectives across the 6 Business Plan 
aims.  With 75 of 110 objectives ‘Fully / Substantially Completed’ the Q4 
Operational Plan performance has dropped from the expected outcome at the end 
of Q3.  

 
c. 24 actions were ‘partially completed’ and 10 actions have not been completed at the 

end of the year. This is an increase from 17 ‘behind’ and 2 ‘off target’ at the end of 
Q3. The reason for drop in delivery during Q4 is almost entirely due to the change 
of focus from staff members due to the impact of Covid-19. Examples of this 
include:  
 
i. A project officer has been recruited to develop an initial NLHF Expression of 

Interest for The Cheviot Hills Heritage Project. This process has been delayed 
as the NLHF are no longer accepting expressions of interest. The project officer 
remains in post and alternative funding sources are being explored.  

ii. The scoping of new and self-led events has been postponed as there have 
been immediate delivery impacts related to lock down. 

iii. The volunteering pivot from the project phase of the Sill to Revitalising 
Redesdale has been postponed as there is currently no volunteering for these 
projects, and the Sill project phase has been extended for 6 months.  

iv. Planning for an increase in audience engagement through community shows in 
2020. While the majority of this planning was due to take place in Q4 2019/20 
in time for the summer season, this has been cancelled as there are unlikely to 
be any mass participation events this summer. 

v. Developing and delivering a challenge fundraising event. While there were 
some practical reasons why this was being re-evaluated, the halt of mass 
gatherings has ended this plan for the coming year. 

vi. The creation of drone footage, and data gathering has been halted due to lock 
down restrictions.  

vii. The delivery and promotion of the English National Park’s Experience 
Collection and promotion of National Trails has been re-evaluated as the 
‘Discover England Fund’ was appropriated for business resilience. 

 
d. With 75 of 110 objectives ‘Fully / Substantially Completed’ despite a complex year 

due the publishing of the Glover Review, proposed changes to Environmental Land 
Management Schemes and latterly, lockdown and social distancing measures, a 
significant amount has still been achieved. This includes: 

 
i. The Cheviot Peat Project had some complications during the year, with access 

restrictions and weather impacts on heli-lifting, these have been resolved. At 
the end of March ~80% of the project had been completed, this includes 
reprofiling brash cutting and lifting to site. The spreading of Brash, seed, lime 
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and fertiliser was postponed but has been given special permission to continue 
through the Covid-19 lockdown period. 

ii. The co-design of the new Environmental Land Management System (ELMS) is 
ongoing with significant work underway locally and nationally. ‘Test & Trials’ 
projects have begun, lead by the designated Project Officer.  

iii. The Traditional Farm Buildings Pilot has been one of the standout projects of 
2019/20 with 16 approved projects and £1.5 million in grant awarded to the end 
of March. Following a decision to allow a small extension to bid submissions 
until April, the final tally is 21 projects approved with £1.97 million in grants 
awarded. The delivery of these projects will be impacted in the coming year 
and there are discussions ongoing regarding proposed timelines.  

iv. Our Local Plan was submitted on the 30th of September and the timetable is no 
longer in the Authority’s control. The examination of the plan was on the 30th of 
January to determine if the document is ‘Sound’ and some minor changes have 
been made and redistributed for consultation. The Inspector’s final report is due 
late June/ early July 2020.  

v. The Development Management team made 51 planning determinations of the 
reported applications with a 98% approval rate and 100% approved with in 
deadlines. 

vi. The Finance team succeeded in securing discretionary rates relief from 
Northumberland County Council for the Sill.  

vii. The Fundraising team have secured pledges for £75,000 to support the 
ongoing operational costs of the Sill team and their work in STEM and 
engagement.  
 

  
Table A – Our performance at the end of 2019/20  

  
BP AIM  Fully / 

Substantially 
Completed 

Partially 
Complete 

Not 
Complete 

% on 
Target  

Aim 1 - A Welcoming Park 20 6 1 74% 
Aim 2 - A Distinctive Place 13 5 3 62% 
Aim 3 - Working Landscape 5 0 0 100% 
Aim 4 - Thriving Communities 11 3 2 69% 
Aim 5 - A Valued Asset 7 3 4 50% 
Aim 6 - Fit for the Future 19 7 1 70% 
Total  75 24 11 68% 
% of Total  68% 22% 10%  
Q3 Target 83% 15% 2%  
2018/19 Outturn  73% 22% 5%   

 
5. Strategic Risk Register 2018-2021 

a. The Q4 update for the Strategic Risk Register has been compiled with progress 
measured for each of the 85 actions. The summary of these actions is highlighted 
below. A more comprehensive document is available to members on request.  

b. The Q4 update does not highlight the significant changes to risk caused by the 
Covid-19 pandemic as this emerged towards the end of the reporting period. The 
impacts and actions associated with Covid-19 are being incorporated in to a revised 
Strategic Risk Register which will be discussed in the Recovery/Operational Plan 
(Item 4 on this agenda) for 2020/21. The figures therefore, presented in Table B, 
represent progress towards mitigating risks as they existed for 2019/20. 

c. Table B presents a summary of progress against the Strategic Risk Register 
actions as at the end of Quarter 4 2019/20: 16% of actions are considered to be 
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completed or at an accomplished and ongoing state, 84% of actions are ‘in 
progress and 0% have received no action to date.   

d. ‘In progress’ actions have been further subdivided into ‘early’, ‘acceptable’ and 
‘good’ to further differentiate the level of progress in mitigating the risk. In Quarter 4, 
of the 84% of actions in progress: 7% were in ‘early’ progress; 13% were at a level 
of ‘acceptable’ progress and; 64% had significant or ‘good’ progress. 

e. Risk 4 – the highest ranked risk in the register was realised within Q4 with Defra 
advising the Authority of a freeze in its grant in aid which represents a real terms 
cut in our budget. In addition 5% of the grant in aid has been ring fenced by Defra 
for work on biodiversity. The implications of this have been incorporated in to the 
medium-term budget plan and the Recovery/Operational Plan for the current year. 

 
Table B – Quarter 4 status of 2018-21 Strategic Risk Register actions 

    In Progress   
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1. Political change 0 1 1 4 1 
2. Natural Capital 0 0 1 6 0 
3. Authority Development 0 0 3 8 1 
4. Sustainable Finance 0 1 1 6 7 
5. Capacity 0 2 3 12 2 
6. Park Relevance 0 1 1 11 2 
7. Climate Change 0 1 1 7 1 

Total 0 6 11 54 14 
% 0% 7% 13% 64% 16% 
% 0%  84%  16% 

 
Table C – Key to SRR Actions 
 

Actioned The proposed actions have been completed and are demonstrating the 
desired impacts (to avoid or mitigate the risk). 

Good Progress The proposed actions have been completed or are well progressed, 
with impacts yet to be determined. 

Acceptable Progress The proposed actions have been initiated but are dependent on others 
(& external factors) for further progress to be achieved. 

Early Progress Some work towards the proposed action is taking place, however a 
more programmed or enhanced set of actions is required. 

No Action None of the planned actions have yet taken place. 

 
f. The Strategic Risk Register is not an annual document and seeks to mitigate the 

risks of not achieving Business Plan aims up to 2021. All identified actions will 
therefore continue to be monitored on a quarterly basis. These actions may be 
removed or updated depending on changes to the perceived risks as and when 
they develop. 
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5. Catastrophic  

4. Major 5 2,3 1 4
3. Moderate 6

2. Minor 

1. Slight 

1. Rare 2. Unlikely 3. Possible 4. Likely 
5. Almost 

Certain 

Strategic Risk Matrix 2018-2021 (Inherent)
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6. Annual Action Plan 

a. Monitoring progress towards the Management Plan Annual Action Plan usually 
takes place twice annually, co-ordinated with the Management Plan Partnership 
meetings, in September and February.  

b. Progress on the delivery of the Management Plan and the revision process for the 
Management Plan in 2021 were due to be the focus of the September meeting. 
However, due to the legislative changes surrounding Brexit and the publication of 
the Glover Review, it was agreed that the meeting be postponed until Spring 2020. 
This would enable partners to have a clearer picture of the future priorities for 
designated landscapes. 

c. The developments surrounding Covid-19 and the impact this has had on partner 
organisations has meant that it has not been practical to progress discussions in 
the Spring of 2020. The Management Plan Partnership has therefore not met during 
2019/20 and subsequently there has been no monitoring of the Annual Action Plan. 

d. Following the approval of the Local Plan attention will now turn to a review of the 
Management Plan which will begin in the coming months. 

 
 

7. Conclusions 

a. The Operational Plan and Annual Action Plan demonstrate progress on the delivery 
of the National Park Management Plan and the Authority’s Business Pan. The 
Strategic Risk Register identifies the key risks that need to be addressed in order to 
ensure that the Authority achieves its Business Plan Objectives. Notwithstanding 
the sudden and significant impact of Covid-19, good progress has been made in 
delivering our aims during 2019/20. 
 

b. Members are asked to note the progress being made on the Operational Plan, 
Strategic Risk Register and Management Plan Annual Action Plan. 
 

Contact Officer:  For further information contact: Ben Rogers, Performance & Intelligence 
Officer on 01434 611559 or e-mail: ben.rogers@nnpa.org.uk 
 

mailto:ben.rogers@nnpa.org.uk
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